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Bosonic Quantum Gravity According to the
Global One-Dimensionality Conjecture
Lukasz Andrzej Glinka∗
Abstract
In this paper, making use of the global one-dimensionality conjec-
ture, we discuss the reduction of the Wheeler–DeWitt quantum ge-
ometrodynamics to the Klein–Gordon equation describing the scalar
bosonic particle. The method of second quantization in the appropri-
ate Fock space is applied, and, employing both the Bogoliubov trans-
formation as well as Heisenberg equations of motion, the quantum
gravity is expressed as evolution of the creators and annihilators re-
lated to the initial data. It is shown that this procedure leads to the
understanding of the boson mass, through the one-point two-boson
quantum correlations, as a scaled initial data mass.
Keywords: quantum gravity, quantum geometrodynamics, quantum
field theory, Wheeler-DeWitt equation, bosonization
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1 Wheeler-DeWitt Geometrodynamics
Let us consider the Einstein–Hilbert field equations [1, 2] 1
Rµν − R[g]
2
gµν + Λgµν = 3Tµν , (1)
where gµν is a non-degenerate and symmetric
(
0
2
)
-tensor field. Recall that
the metric-contracted Riemann curvature tensor Rµν , the Einstein cosmolog-
ical constant Λ, and the Ricci scalar curvature R[g] = gκλRκλ describe the
differential geometry of a pseudo-Riemannian (Lorentzian) space-time man-
ifold (M, g) [3, 4], whereas a stress-energy tensor Tµν describes the Matter
fields. The field equations of General Relativity (1) can be formulated as the
result of the the least action principle
δS[g]
δgµν
= 0, (2)
which in this context known as the Palatini principle [5], applied to the
Einstein–Hilbert action supplemented by the boundary term
S[g] =
∫
M
d4x
√−g
{
−1
6
R[g] +
Λ
3
+ L
}
− 1
3
∫
∂M
d3x
√
hK[h], (3)
where one allows variations for which the normal derivatives on ∂M are non-
zero, in order to cancel surface terms. Here K[h] is the extrinsic curvature
of an induced three-dimensional spacelike boundary (∂M, h) described by a
metric hij , and L is the Lagrangian of Matter fields provoking the stress-
energy tensor Tµν
Tµν =
2√−g
δ (
√−gL)
δgµν
. (4)
Stationarity of the Matter fields results in a global timelike Killing vector field
for a metric field gµν . A coordinate system can be chosen such that the Killing
vector field equals
∂
∂t
and the foliation t = constant is spacelike. Then, a
metric field depends at most on a spatial coordinates xi, the t becomes a
global time coordinate [6], and the 3+1 decomposition of a space-time metric
gµν =
[ −N2 +NiN i Nj
Ni hij
]
, gµν =
 −
1
N2
N j
N2
N i
N2
hij − N
iN j
N2
 , (5)
hikh
kj = δji , N
i = hijNj, g = N
2h, (6)
1Here the system of units c = ~ = kB = 8piG/3 = 1 is applied.
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has also a global sense. In this case, the action (3) becomes
S[g] =
∫
dt L(π, πi, πij, N,Ni, hij), (7)
L(π, πi, πij, N,Ni, hij) =
∫
∂M
d3x
{
πN˙ + πiN˙i + π
ijh˙ij −NH −NiH i
}
,(8)
where
h˙ij =
∂hij
∂t
= Ni|j +Nj|i − 2NKij , (9)
H =
√
h
{
K2 −KijKij +R[h]− 2Λ− 6Tnn
}
, (10)
H i = −2πij;j = −2πij,j − hil (2hjl,k − hjk,l) πjk, (11)
where the second formula follows from the Gauss-Codazzi equations [7]. Here
Kij is the extrinsic-curvature tensor (K = K
i
i ), and π
ij is the canonical
conjugate momentum field to the field hij
πij =
δL
δh˙ij
= −
√
h
(
Kij − hijK) . (12)
Time-preservation requirement [8] of the primary constraints [9] for (7)
π =
δL
δN˙
≈ 0, πi = δL
δN˙i
≈ 0, (13)
leads to the secondary constraints
H ≈ 0, H i ≈ 0, (14)
called the Hamiltonian constraint and the diffeomorphism constraint, respec-
tively. The diffeomorphism constraint merely reflects spatial diffeoinvariance,
and the Hamiltonian constraint gives the dynamics. By (12) the Hamilto-
nian constraint becomes the Einstein–Hamilton–Jacobi equation (For more
detailed derivations and discussions Cf. the Refs. [10]-[44])
Gijklπ
ijπkl +
√
h (R[h]− 2Λ− 6Tnn) = 0, (15)
where Gijkl is called the Wheeler superspace metric
Gijkl =
1
2
√
h
(hikhjl + hilhjk − hijhkl) . (16)
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The primary quantization [45] of the constraints (15) can be done through
application of the canonical commutation relations [46]
i
[
πij(x), hkl(y)
]
=
1
2
(
δikδ
j
l + δ
i
lδ
j
k
)
δ(3)(x, y), (17)
i
[
πi(x), Nj(y)
]
= δijδ
(3)(x, y), (18)
i [π(x), N(y)] = δ(3)(x, y), (19)
and leads to the Wheeler–DeWitt equation [47, 9]{
−Gijkl δ
2
δhijδhkl
+ h1/2 (R[h]− 2Λ− 6Tnn)
}
Ψ[hij ] = 0, (20)
while the other first class constraints are merely auxiliarly conditions on the
wave function Ψ[hij]
πΨ[hij] = 0, π
iΨ[hij ] = 0, H
iΨ[hij ] = 0. (21)
Furthermore, the following canonical commutation relations hold[
π(x), πi(y)
]
=
[
π(x), H i(y)
]
=
[
πi(x), Hj(y)
]
=
[
πi(x), H(y)
]
= 0, (22)
and, in consequence, Hi are generators of diffeomorphisms x˜
i = xi + δxi [9][
hij, i
∫
∂M
Haδx
ad3x
]
= −hij,kδxk − hkjδxk,i − hikδxk,j , (23)[
πij , i
∫
∂M
Haδx
ad3x
]
= − (πijδxk),k + πkjδxi ,k + πikδxj,k , (24)
or in more conventional form
i [Hi(x), Hj(y)] =
∫
∂M
Hac
a
ijd
3z, (25)
i [H(x), Hi(y)] = Hδ
(3)
,i (x, y), (26)
i
[∫
∂M
Hδx1d
3x,
∫
∂M
Hδx2d
3x
]
=
∫
∂M
Ha (δx1,aδx2 − δx1δx2,a) d3x,(27)
where Hi = hijH
j, and
caij = δ
a
i δ
b
jδ
(3)
,b (x, z)δ
(3)(y, z)− δaj δbi δ(3),b (y, z)δ(3)(x, z) , (28)
are structure constants of diffeomorphism group. Commutators (25-27) show
the first-class constrained system property.
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Since the late 1960s, that is more than thirty years, quantum geometrody-
namics based on the Wheeler–DeWitt equation (20) has been studied with a
quite well intensity, Cf. the Refs. [48]-[77], but the general way to its solution
is still unknown, and the only simplest situations merely related to cosmol-
ogy are well described. This equation is an evolutionary equation on S(∂M),
well known as the Wheeler superspace [78], which is defined as a space of
all equivalence class of metrics related by the action of the diffeomorphism
group of a compact, connected, orientable, Hausdorff, C∞ 3-dimensional
spacelike manifold without a boundary ∂M . Defining Riem(∂M) as con-
sisting of all C∞ Riemannian metrics on ∂M , and Diff(∂M) as a group of
all C∞ diffeomorphisms of ∂M that preserve orientation, the Wheeler super-
space S(∂M) becomes the space of all orbits of Diff(∂M), that is formally
S(∂M) = Riem(∂M)/Diff(∂M). S(∂M) is a connected, second-countable,
metrizeable space. All geometries with the same kind of symmetry are man-
ifold in S(∂M), that is they have homeomorphic neighbouhoods. However,
symmetric geometries’ neighbourhoods are not homeomorphic to nonsym-
metric geometries’ ones, and, for this reason, S(∂M) is not a manifold. Super-
space can be decomposed by its subspaces on a countable, partially-ordered,
C∞-Fre´chet manifold partition, that is an inverted stratification indexed by
the symmetry type, or, in other words, geometries with a given symmetry are
completely contained within the boundary of less symmetric geometries. The
mostly studied situations are the so-called minisuperspace models which de-
fine purely quantum cosmological part of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, Cf.
the Refs. [79]-[85], which formally study a certain specific strata of the super-
space. Fischer [78] proved that through both a suitable choice of a subgroup
of Diff(∂M) and action of this subgroup on Riem(∂M), for n-dimensional
boundary ∂M the superspace S(∂M) can be extended to a manifold Se(∂M)
such that dimSe(∂M)/S(∂M) = n(n+ 1).
2 Global Bosonization
The formulation of quantum gravity throughout the concept of the Wheeler
superspace has no known physical consequences [86], but is the crucial struc-
tural problem of quantum geometrodynamics. In this section we will present
the construction of an appropriate linearization of Wheeler-Dewitt geometro-
dynamics, which we call here the bosonization in the global one-dimension.
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2.1 Reduction Problem
Let us consider the standard relation of General Relativity [87] between the
variations of a metric field and its determinant
δg = ggµνδgµν = g
(
g00δg00 + g
ijδgij + g
0jδg0j + g
i0δgi0
)
. (29)
The 3 + 1 parametrization (5) allows determine the partial variations
δg00 = −δN2 +N iN jδhij + hijN iδN j + hijN jδN i, (30)
δgij = δhij , (31)
δg0j = hijδN
i +N iδhij , (32)
δgi0 = hijδN
j +N jδhij , (33)
as well as the total variation
δg = N2δh+ hδN2. (34)
Taking a contravariant metric field components of (5), and making use of
(29), one obtains
N2δh = N2hhijδhij , (35)
and, therefore, one can easily establish the global relation between the first
functional derivatives
δ
δhij
= hhij
δ
δh
, (36)
which, in fact, is the global reduction (36) having a deep geometrical sense.
Namely, from this point of view, the first functional derivative operator
δ
δhij
is
an object from a vector space spanned by the contravariant three-dimensional
metric hij and, in consequence of the formula (36), one can determine the
Wheeler–DeWitt second derivative functional operator (20) as follows
−Gijkl δ
2
δhijδhkl
=
3
2
h3/2
δ2
δh2
, (37)
where we have used the identity
(hikhjl + hilhjk − hijhkl)hijhkl = δliδil + δjl δlj − δiiδkk = −3. (38)
For full consistency, one should also consider Ψ[h] rather than Ψ[hij ] as the
appropriate geometrodynamical wave function, what we call the global one-
dimensionality conjecture. Hence the Wheeler–DeWitt equation (20) trans-
forms into the one-dimensional Klein–Gordon equation(
δ2
δh2
+m2
)
Ψ[h] = 0, (39)
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where
m2 ≡ m2[h] = 2
3h
(R[h]− 2Λ− 6Tnn) , (40)
is the square of mass of the bosonic field Ψ[h]. Making use of the notation
Φ =
[
Ψ
ΠΨ
]
, ~∂ =
[
δ
δh
0
]
, M =
[
0 1
−m2 0
]
≥ 0, (41)
the second order scalar equation (39) becomes the first order vector equation(
iΓ~∂ −M
)
Φ[h] = 0, (42)
where Γ matrices obey the relations
Γ = [−i1, 0] , {Γa,Γb} = 2ηab1, ηab = [ −1 0
0 0
]
, (43)
where 1 and 0 are unit and null two-dimensional matrices.
We have seen that application of the global reduction (36) to the Wheeler–
DeWitt equation (20), that throughout a global character of the decomposi-
tion (5) has also a global nature, results in the quantum theory of the scalar
boson (39). This scalar-type second order functional evolution was reduced
directly to the vector-type first order functional equation (42) with a cer-
tain two-component field Φ[h] as the solution. In the evolutionary equation
(39), as well as in its reduced form (42), the superspace metric is completely
absent, what means that the reduced geometrodynamics avoids the concept
of the Wheeler superspace, whereas all other properties of quantum gravity
remain unchanged. For this reason, the most mysterious element of the log-
ical way presented in the Wheeler-DeWitt quantum geometrodynamics has
been formally excluded from considerations as at least unnecessary. Strictly
speaking, the notion of the Wheeler superspace as well as its mathematical
properties are not need for the further analysis of the quantum gravity. In
a certain language, one can say that we have transformed a whole theory
into its subtheory, what in the language of superspace can be called a strata.
However, the reduction process also showed that the strata is equivalent to all
theory, what makes this derivation a new finding. In further developments of
this paper, we will concentrate on the canonical quantization in the bosonic
Fock space of the reduced quantum geometrodynamics (42).
2.2 Initial Data Operator Basis
Next step of the procedure is the field quantization of the equation (42)
Φ[h]→ Φ[h]⇒
(
iΓ~∂ −M
)
Φ[h] = 0, (44)
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which, by the openly bosonic character of the theory, should be done ac-
cording to canonical commutation relations proper for the Bose–Einstein
statistics, Cf. the Refs. [88, 89, 90], that is
[ΠΨ[h
′],Ψ[h]] = −iδ(h′ − h), (45)
[ΠΨ[h
′],ΠΨ[h]] = 0, (46)
[Ψ[h′],Ψ[h]] = 0. (47)
Making use of the method of second quantization, Cf. the Refs. [91, 92, 93],
from the equation (39) spring that the field operator Φ[h] can be represented
in the Fock space of annihilation and creation functional operators
Φ[h] = Q[h]B[h], (48)
where B[h] is a dynamical basis in the Fock space
B[h] =
{[
G[h]
G
†[h]
]
:
[
G[h′],G†[h]
]
= δ (h′ − h) , [G[h′],G[h]] = 0
}
, (49)
and Q[h] is the second quantization matrix
Q[h] =

1√
2|m[h]|
1√
2|m[h]|
−i
√
|m[h]|
2
i
√
|m[h]|
2
 . (50)
In this way, the operator equation (44) becomes the equation for the operator
basis B[h]
δB[h]
δh
=
 −im[h]
1
2m[h]
δm[h]
δh
1
2m[h]
δm[h]
δh
im[h]
B[h]. (51)
Actually, there is a nonlinearity given by coupling between annihilation and
creation operators present as nondiagonal terms in (51) and, consequently,
the equation (51) can not be solved standardly. In order to find the solutions,
let us suppose that in the Fock space exists a new basis B′[h]
B
′[h] =
{[
G
′[h]
G
′†[h]
]
:
[
G
′[h′],G′†[h]
]
= δ (h′ − h) , [G′[h′],G′[h]] = 0
}
, (52)
wherein both the Bogoliubov transformation
B
′[h] =
[
u[h] v[h]
v∗[h] u∗[h]
]
B[h], |u[h]|2 − |v[h]|2 = 1, (53)
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as well as the Heisenberg canonical equations of motion
δB′[h]
δh
=
[ −iλ[h] 0
0 iλ[h]
]
B
′[h], (54)
hold together. The diagonalization procedure (52)-(54) converts a whole
evolution (51) from the operator basis onto the Bogoliubov coefficients
δ
δh
[
u[h]
v[h]
]
=
 −im[h]
1
2m[h]
δm[h]
δh
1
2m[h]
δm[h]
δh
im[h]
[ u[h]v[h]
]
, (55)
and B′[h] becomes a static operator basis associated with the initial data
B
′[h] ≡ BI =
{[
GI
G
†
I
]
:
[
GI ,G
†
I
]
= 1, [GI ,GI ] = 0
}
, (56)
and the vacuum state is also static
|0〉I =
{
|0〉I : GI |0〉I = 0, 0 = I〈0|G†I
}
. (57)
In the other words, now the whole integrability problem of the theory is
contained in the evolutionary equations (55). Nevertheless, the Bogoliubov
coefficients are additionally constrained by the hyperbolic rotation condi-
tion (52) and, for this reason, this is useful to apply the so-called superfluid
parametrization, for which the solutions are given ad hoc as follows
u[h] =
1 + µ[h]
2
√
µ[h]
exp
{
imI
∫ h
hI
δh′
µ[h′]
}
, (58)
v[h] =
1− µ[h]
2
√
µ[h]
exp
{
−imI
∫ h
hI
δh′
µ[h′]
}
, (59)
where µ[h] is a mass scale
µ[h] =
mI
m[h]
. (60)
This establishes the relation between a dynamical basis B[h] and the initial
data basis BI
B[h] = G[h]BI , (61)
where the transformation matrix G[h] is
G[h] =

µ[h] + 1
2
√
µ[h]
e−iθ[h]
µ[h]− 1
2
√
µ[h]
eiθ[h]
µ[h]− 1
2
√
µ[h]
e−iθ[h]
µ[h] + 1
2
√
µ[h]
eiθ[h]
 , (62)
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where iθ[h] is given by a phase of (58). By this reason, the solution of the
equation (44) can be expressed in the initial data basis as
Φ[h] = Q[h]G[h]BI . (63)
2.3 One-point correlations
The second quantized equation (39) can be rewritten in the following form(
µ2[h]
δ2
δh2
+m2I
)
Ψ[h] = 0, (64)
and its solution can be easily derived as a direct conclusion of (63)
Ψ[h] =
µ[h]
2
√
2mI
(
exp
{
−imI
∫ h
hI
δh′
µ[h′]
}
GI + exp
{
imI
∫ h
hI
δh′
µ[h′]
}
G
†
I
)
. (65)
This field acts on the initial data vacuum state as follows
Ψ[h]|0〉I = µ[h]
2
√
2mI
eiθ[h]G†I |0〉I , (66)
I〈0|Ψ†[h] = I〈0|GI µ[h]
2
√
2mI
e−iθ[h]. (67)
and, for this reason, one can consider the following many-field quantum states
|h, n〉 ≡ (Ψ[h])n |0〉I =
(
µ[h]
2
√
2mI
eiθ[h]
)n
G
†n
I |0〉I , (68)
〈n′, h′| ≡ I〈0|
(
Ψ
†[h′]
)n′
= I〈0|Gn′I
(
µ[h′]
2
√
2mI
e−iθ[h
′]
)n′
, (69)
and determine the two-point quantum correlator of two many-field states
〈n′, h′|h, n〉 = µ
n′[h′]µn[h]
(8mI)
(n′+n)/2
e−imIθn′,n[h
′,h]〈0|Gn′I G†nI |0〉I , (70)
where
θn′,n[h
′, h] = n′
∫ h′
hI
δh′′
µ[h′′]
− n
∫ h
hI
δh′′
µ[h′′]
. (71)
Application of the normalization
〈1, hI |hI , 1〉 = 1
8mI
I〈0|0〉I ≡ 1 =⇒ I〈0|0〉I = 8mI , (72)
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allows to define the following correlators
〈n′, h|h, n〉 =
(〈1, h|h, 1〉
I〈0|0〉I
)(n′+n)/2
e−i(n
′−n)θ[h]
I〈0|Gn′I G†nI |0〉I , (73)
〈n, h′|h, n〉
I〈0|0〉I =
(〈1, h′|h, 1〉
I〈0|0〉I
)n
, (74)
where
〈1, h′|h, 1〉 = µ[h′]µ[h] exp
{
imI
∫ h
h′
δh′′
µ[h′′]
}
, (75)
〈1, h|h, 1〉 = µ2[h]. (76)
The last formula (76) together with the definition (60) leads to the relation
between the mass of the bosonic field Ψ[h] and the initial data mass mI
m[h] = λ[h]mI , λ[h] =
1√〈1, h|h, 1〉 , (77)
that means the arbitrary massm[h] is only the the initial data massmI scaled
by a coefficient λ[h], where λ2 is a reciprocate of the one-point correlations
of the quantum bosonic field Ψ[h]. Therefore, actually for an arbitrary point
h the mass m[h] is given through the correlations of two bosonic fields Ψ
in this point, what establishes the crucial physical role of the superspace for
quantum gravity.
3 Summary
Although making use of the Hamiltonian primary quantization of General
Relativity, the procedure of global bosonization of the Wheeler–DeWitt quan-
tum geometrodynamics and its second quantization essentially differs from
the previous authors’ results. The new aspect is quantum field theory formu-
lation which leads to the initial data basis and considers quantum gravity as
the theory of a scalar boson. The proposed approach is far from still implau-
sible approach offered by high energy physics [94] which makes gravitons the
only spin 2 particles living in nature, the so-called third quantization, Cf. the
Refs. [95]-[101], where operator bases are not applied at all, and other phys-
ically unverifiable mathematical theories. The main goal of the presented
approach is the physical role for the reduced geometrodynamics and its su-
perspace through the one-point correlations and, moreover, formulation of
quantum gravity through a scalar boson whose mass is the only scaled initial
datum. A reader interested in the developments of this approach is advised
to take into account the author’s monograph [102].
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